ACADEMIC COUNCIL 2013-14 Roster
# Elected in Spring 2013 for a two-year term  + Elected in Spring 2013 for a one-year term
* Elected in Spring 2012 for a two-year term

HUMANITIES
# Goodacre, Mark
# Holmgren, Beth
# Rasmussen, Ann Marie
# Sosin, Joshua
# Wallace, Maurice
* Boatwright, Tolly
* Galletti, Sara
* Rankin, Tom
* Rojas, Carlos
* Rodriguez, Jose
Shah, Purnima ALT

SOCIAL SCIENCES
# Ewald, Jan
# Haynie, Kerry
# Munger, Michael
# Rosenberg, Alex
# Sinnott-Armstrong, Walter
* Bennett, Gary
* French, John
* Malone, David
* Richman, Laura
+ Feaver, Peter
Riggsbee, Jan ALT

NATURAL SCIENCES
# Benfey, Philip
# Saper, Leslie
# Springer, Roxanne
# Stangl, Dalene
# Wright, Justin
* Franz, Katherine
* Gauthier, Daniel
* Williams, Christina
* Reiter, Jerome
+ Baldwin, Steven
Wolpert, Robert ALT

DIVINITY SCHOOL
# Campbell, Charles
* Acolatse, Esther

PRATT SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
# Dolbow, John
# Dowell, Earl
# Gunsch, Claudia
# Grill, Warren
# Henriquez, Craig
* Gustafson, Michael
* Hsu-Kim, Heileen
* Jokerst, Nan
* Noel, Loren
* Truskey, George
Knight, Josiah ALT

NICHOLAS SCHOOL OF THE ENVIRONMENT
# Baker, Paul
# Bennear, Lori
# Kramer, Randy
* Kasibhatla, Prasad
* Meyer, Joel
* Stapleton, Heather
* Vincent, Jeff
Halpin, Patrick ALT

SCHOOL OF LAW
# Beale, Sara
* Cox, James
* Jones, Trina
* Zelenak, Larry

CLINICAL SCIENCES-MEDICINE
# Cohen, Harvey
# Clements, Dennis
# Green, Jennifer
# Livingston, Elizabeth
# Thacker, Julie
* Bashore, Tom
* Ortel, Thomas
* Onken, Jane
* Crowley, Anna Lisa
* Drucker, Robert
Wiener, John ALT

FUQUA SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
# Amaldoss, Wilfred
# Bansal, Ravi
# Fitzsimons, Graine
# Puri, Manju
* Britton, Julie
* Desai, Preyas
* Lind, Allan
* Payne, John
* Soll, Jack
Linville, Patricia

BASIC SCIENCES-MEDICINE
# Klingensmith, John
# Kuhn, Cynthia
# Platt, Michael
# Richardson, Jane
# Sullivan, Beth
* Chikaraisi, Dona
* Kelsoe, Garnett
* MacAlpine, David
* Staats, Herman
* Skene, Jesse
Schwartz-Bloom, Rochelle, ALT

SCHOOL OF NURSING
# Bailey, Chip
# Brandon, Debra
# Johnson, Constance
# Knobel, Robin
* Nevidjon, Brenda
Turner, Barbara

SANFORD SCHOOL OF PUBLIC POLICY
# Brands, Henry (Hal)
# Gassman-Pines, Anna
# Mayer, Frederick (Fritz)
* Taylor, Don
* Taylor, Tom
Ladd, Sunny, ALT

EX OFFICIO MEMBERS
Joshua Socolar, Chair, 2013-15
Richard Brodhead, President
Peter Lange, Provost